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DISCLAIMER
The information set out in this presentation (the “Presentation”) has been produced
by Wentworth Resources Limited (the “Company” or “Wentworth”) as at 16 Jun-20,
and is being made available to recipients for information purposes only. It does not
constitute, nor is it intended to be an offer to sell, or an invitation to subscribe for,
or purchase any securities in the Company. The information set out in this
Presentation has not been independently verified and may be subject to updating,
completion, revision and amendment. The Presentation does not purport to
summarize all the conditions, risks and other attributes of an investment in the
Company.
The Presentation and its contents are strictly confidential and may not be reproduced
or redistributed, in whole or in part, to any other person. By receiving this
Presentation you acknowledge that you will be solely responsible for your own
assessment of the market and the market position of the Company and that you will
conduct your own analysis and be solely responsible for forming your own view of the
potential future performance of the Company’s business. The distribution of the
Presentation may in certain jurisdictions be restricted by law. Persons into whose
possession the Presentation may come are required by the Company to inform
themselves about, and to comply with all applicable laws and regulations in force in
any jurisdiction in or from which they invest or receive or possess the Presentation
and must obtain any consent, approval or permission required under the laws and
regulations in force in such jurisdiction, and the Company shall not have any
responsibility or liability for these obligations. No representation or warranty (express
or implied) is made as to, and no reliance should be placed on, any information
including projections, estimates, targets and opinions, contained herein, and no
liability whatsoever is accepted as to any errors, omissions or misstatements
contained herein, and, accordingly, none of Wentworth or any of its directors,
officers or employees accept any responsibility for the information, statements,
matters, facts or opinions stated herein, or any liability whatsoever arising directly or
indirectly from the use of or any act or omission undertaken in reliance on the
Presentation.
Certain of the information contained herein may include forward-looking statements
relating to the business, financial performance and results of the Company and/or the
industry in which it operates. Forward-looking statements concern future
circumstances and results and other statements that are not historical facts,
sometimes identified by the words “believes”, expects”, “predicts”, “intends”,
“projects”, “plans”, “estimates”, “aims”, “foresees”, “anticipates”, “targets”,
“may”, “will”, “should” and similar expressions. The forward-looking statements
contained in the Presentation, including assumptions, opinions and views of the
Company or cited from third party sources are solely opinions and forecasts which are
subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual events to
differ materially from any anticipated development. The forward-looking statements

in this Presentation are based on certain assumptions including but not limited to
expectations and assumptions concerning prevailing and future commodity prices and
exchange rates, applicable royalty and tax rates, future well production rates, the
performance of existing and future wells, the sufficiency of budgeted capital
expenditures, the availability and cost of labor, services and equipment, adequate
weather and environmental conditions and ability to successfully construct or expand
facilities. None of the Company or any of its subsidiaries or any directors, officers or
employees thereof provide any assurance that the assumptions underlying such
forward-looking statements are free from errors, nor do any of them accept any
responsibility for the future accuracy of the opinions expressed in the Presentation or
the actual occurrence of the forecasted developments. Given these uncertainties,
prospective investors are cautioned not to place any undue reliance on such forwardlooking statements. Neither the Company nor its directors or officers assume any
obligation to update any forward-looking statements or to conform these forwardlooking statements to the Company’s actual results.
AN INVESTMENT IN THE COMPANY INVOLVES RISK, AND SEVERAL FACTORS COULD
CAUSE THE ACTUAL RESULTS, PERFORMANCE OR ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE COMPANY TO
BE MATERIALLY DIFFERENT FROM ANY FUTURE RESULTS, PERFORMANCE OR
ACHIEVEMENTS THAT MAY BE EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED BY STATEMENTS AND
INFORMATION IN THIS PRESENTATION. SHOULD UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS ON WHICH
THIS PRESENTATION IS BASED PROVE INCORRECT, ACTUAL RESULTS MAY VARY
MATERIALLY FROM THOSE DESCRIBED IN THIS PRESENTATION, AND INVESTORS IN THE
COMPANY MUST BE PREPARED TO LOSE ALL OR PART OF THEIR INVESTMENTS. THE
COMPANY DOES NOT INTEND, AND DOES NOT ASSUME ANY OBLIGATION, TO UPDATE
OR CORRECT THE INFORMATION INCLUDED IN THE PRESENTATION.
Certain information on a non-exhaustive list and summary of assumptions and risk
factors that could affect the operations or financial results of Wentworth are included
in Wentworth’s corporate filings which are available on its website at
www.wentplc.com. This document is being distributed to, and is directed only at: (i)
persons in member states of the European Economic Area (“EEA”) who are
“professional clients within the meaning of Part I and II and Annex II of the MIFID
directive (directive 2004/39/etc.) (“professional clients”); or (ii) persons in the
United States who are “qualified institutional buyers” as defined in Rule 144A under
the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”). Any person in the
EEA who receives this document will be deemed to have represented and agreed that
they are a professional client. Any such recipient will also be deemed to have
represented and agreed that they have not received this document on behalf of
persons in the EEA other than professional clients or persons in the United Kingdom
and other member states (where equivalent legislation exists) for whom the investor
has authority to make decisions on a wholly discretionary basis. The Company and its
affiliates and others will rely upon the truth and accuracy of the foregoing

representations and agreements. Any person in the EEA who is not a professional
client should not act or rely on this document or any of its contents. With respect to
the United Kingdom, the information set out in this Presentation has not been written
or approved by an authorized person (as defined in the United Kingdom Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000). It is considered by the Company that the
communication of the Presentation will be exempt from the financial promotion
restriction (as defined in Section 21(1) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000,
as amended) pursuant to Article 69 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Financial Promotions) Order 2005 (the “Order”), as the Company’s shares are
admitted to trading on the London Stock Exchange’s Alternative Investment Market
(AIM). Any investment or investment activity to which this document relates is only
available in the United Kingdom to such persons as are permitted under the Order
(“Relevant Persons”) and will be engaged only with such persons within the United
Kingdom. Persons who are not (within the United Kingdom) Relevant Persons should
not in any circumstances rely on this Presentation. The contents of the Presentation
are not to be construed as legal, business, investment or tax advice. Each recipient
should consult with their own legal, business, investment and tax adviser as to legal
business, investment and tax advice. By receiving the Presentation you acknowledge
that you will be solely responsible for your own assessment of the market and the
market position of the Company and that you will conduct your own analysis and be
solely responsible for forming your own view of the potential future performance of
the Company’s business.
The securities mentioned herein have not been, and will not be, registered under the
Securities Act or under any U.S. state securities laws, and may not be offered or sold
in the United States unless they are registered under the Securities Act or pursuant to
an exemption from or in a transaction not subject to the registration requirements of
the Securities Act. The securities have not been approved or recommended by the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission nor any U.S. state securities commission or
regulatory authority, nor have any of the foregoing authorities passed on the accuracy
of this Presentation. Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offence.
The information contained in this Presentation does not constitute or form part of,
and should not be construed as, an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase the
securities discussed herein in any jurisdiction. This Presentation is subject to English
law, and any dispute arising in respect of this Presentation is subject to the exclusive
jurisdiction of the English courts.
If you have received this Presentation from anyone other than the Company,
your receipt is unauthorised.
Please return this document to the
Company immediately.
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CORPORATE AND OPERATIONAL UPDATE

JUNE 2020

www.wentplc.com

WENTWORTH’S
BUSINESS RESILIENCE

Growing
Demand
• Tanzania focused domestic
gas supplier
• Surging demand growth to
deliver universal access by
2030
• Natural gas: a critical
player in the energy
landscape to ensure
reliable, affordable supply

Low Carbon
Energy Solution

Operational
Delivery

Financial
Strength

• Natural gas is the transition fuel
to deliver universal energy
access in a low carbon
environment

• Successfully met guidance in
2019: 70.29 MMscf/d (gross)

• Revenues underpinned by
long-term fixed price
contracts

• Working hand-in-hand with zero
carbon technologies for the
development of a low carbon
energy system that can ensure
reliable access

• 2P reserves of 95.1 Bcf and c.1.5
Tcf unrisked upside on block

• 2020 guidance of 65 - 75 MMscf/d
(gross)

• Kinyerezi-1 power station
extension planned for 2H 2020:
20-30 MMscf/d additional
expected demand

• Low cost of production
$0.69/Mscf
• Limited 2020 work
programme
• Debt free
• $16m cash May 2020
• $3m FY 2019 dividend,
7.8% yield

Committed to being a leading player in Tanzania’s energy growth & transition - achieving responsible,
sustainable growth to maintain returns for shareholders
Slide
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A STRONG & SUSTAINABLE
2020 OUTLOOK
The health and
safety of our employees

and communities is the
priority with zero COVID-19
infections at Mnazi
Bay

2020 Mnazi Bay

production guidance
remains unchanged at 6575 MMscf/d (gross)

Limited 2020

work programme, $4.6m
net to Wentworth with no
major capex required until
2024

Despite the challenging
global backdrop, Wentworth

fundamentals remain robust and we look
forward to delivering a strong 2020
performance creating further
value for our stakeholders

Slide
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COVID-19
TANZANIA AND MNAZI BAY UPDATE
As a responsible business, our priority is to protect the safety,
health and wellbeing of our people and our communities
• 509 cases and 21 deaths
confirmed in Tanzania, with
the Govt stating that the
infection rate has significantly
slowed since April 2020. No
data has been provided since
29 April 20201
• Slowing infection rate has
enabled the safe return to
work for the majority of the
population and the Govt has
taken the necessary fiscal
measures to encourage
economic recovery

1

• Zero COVID-19 cases at
Mnazi Bay with robust
precautionary
measures in place to
protect our people and
mitigate the risk of any
operational disruption

• WEN and M&P
partnered with Govt to
provide PPE, medical
supplies and equipment
for hospitals in Mtwara
and Dar es Salaam

• Internal COVID-19
awareness campaign
rolled out at Mnazi
Bay to promote
understanding and
safe behaviours at
site

• WEN Dar es Salaam
office remains closed
with all staff able to
work remotely;
management is working
closely with Govt
agencies to determine
the appropriate time to
initiate the phased reopening of our office

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/tanzania/
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OUR SUSTAINABILITY JOURNEY
UNDERSTANDING OUR IMPACT

Understanding our societal impact is critical to ensure:
We operate as a
responsible and
inclusive partner for
all our stakeholders

We believe that sustainable, reliable and affordable power
is the foundation of inclusive economic growth

Our approach to
growth is responsible
and sustainable

Since 2007, Wentworth has
delivered over 107 Bcf of
natural gas to TPDC to power
the national grid, delivering
14 TWh of energy access

In Q2 2020 Wentworth started a journey to:
Quantify our social
impact from our
domestic natural gas
production in Tanzania

Quantify our environmental impact
through decarbonisation of the grid and
partnership with zero carbon technologies
to ensure reliable, sustainable supply

Demonstrate our
contribution to international
global goals that promote
sustainable, inclusive growth

Align our disclosure on nonfinancial risks (ESG) against
internationally recognised
reporting frameworks

We look forward to updating our stakeholders on our progress in H2 2020
Slide
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LOW CARBON, AFFORDABLE POWER
AS THE ENABLER TO SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Our business is aligned to the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals1

Direct Impact

Enabling Impact

We are committed to playing a leading role to drive responsible growth in the supply of natural gas into
the domestic market to support the universal access target and to deliver transformational social
impact for our communities in Tanzania
1

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/?menu=1300
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THE TANZANIAN
OPPORTUNITY

www.wentplc.com

TANZANIA’S ENERGY
POVERTY CHALLENGE
Africa’s population is among the fastest
growing and youngest in the world
Tanzania
is the 6th
most populous
country in
Sub-Saharan Africa
In 2019 its population grew
to over 58 million people and
with one of the highest birth
rates in the world its
population is predicted to
reach 137 million by 20501

Relatively high
economic growth
over the last decade
has been sustained,
averaging 6-7% a year2
While the poverty rate in the
country has declined, the absolute
number of poor citizens has not
because of the high population
growth rate

1 in 2 people added to the world population between now and
2040 are set to be African and the continent becomes the world’s
most populous region by 2023 overtaking China and India

Social and economic growth

• Tanzania’s economy is
diversifying
• Shifting away from its
agricultural base to industrial
demand, adding considerable
pressure to energy
consumption
• Low access rate and other
supply limitations an obstacle
to social and economic
growth

• As the population rises faster
than the supply of services,
Government efforts to
expand social services like
education, health and water
have been challenged
• The growth of reliable,
affordable power is a
necessary precondition for
achieving these broader
development goals

1 https://population.un.org/wpp/Publications/Files/WPP2019_Highlights.pdf
2 https://www.worldbank.org/en/country/tanzania/overview

TANZANIA’S POPULATION IS GROWING, Requiring Significant Energy Growth to Support It
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TANZANIA’S POWER ACCESS GAP IS GROWING
DESPITE DOMESTIC ENERGY SUPPLY INCREASING
Current access rate is

37%

up from
24% in 20131

with 7.7 million households without
access to power

Low compared to its
regional neighbour Kenya:

Tanzania

has made progress in grid expansion,
increasing generation capacity with natural gas to
support cheaper and more reliable electricity as well
as facilitating an enabling environment to
supplement renewable energy technologies such as
hydro and solar home systems

73%
access rate

Significant disparity between
urbanized and rural areas
with electricity available to:

2

70.6%

3.8%

of the
population
in urban
areas3

of the
population
in rural
areas3

The Government has a target of universal access by

2030

Within 10 years, Tanzania aims to deliver universal
access through low-cost solutions; natural gas
remains a critical part of that strategy

1 https://www.iea.org/articles/tanzania-energy-outlook
2 https://www.iea.org/commentaries/population-without-access-to-electricity-falls-below-1-billion
3 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5a269a36e5274a75088c42b7/Line_37_-_EEG_Pre-Sub-Saharan_Africa_Policy_Workshop_Report.15.07.2016.pdf
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TANZANIA’S FUTURE ENERGY DEMAND
TO DELIVER UNIVERSAL ACCESS
Tanzania’s Energy Market Outlook

GAS

50%
HYDROPOWER

35%

OIL

15%

Gas accounts for more
than 50% of current
power generation

The unpredictability of hydropower due to
changing rainfall patterns can affect output;
many existing hydro power plants running at low
efficiency

THE INTERNATIONAL ENERGY AGENGY’S
SPS AND AFRICA CASE 2010 – 20401
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Used mostly for
back-up generators

Tanzania energy electricity generation
by technology in the
Stated Policies Scenario, 2010-2040
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Tanzania energy electricity
generation by technology in the
Africa Case, 2010-2040
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• IEA’s SPS and Africa Case forecasts an expansion of gas, hydropower and solar PV
• IEA’s Africa Case to provide energy access for all and a growth in production uses led to a
13 fold increase of electricity demand by 20401
• Natural gas works hand-in-hand with the cleaner, renewable technologies such as hydro
and solar, to supplement these energy systems when supply is short

40
20
0

2010

2015

2020

Coal
Oil
Back-up Generators
Gas

2025

Hydro
Wind
Solar PV

1 https://www.iea.org/articles/tanzania-energy-outlook
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A LEADING PLAYER
IN TANZANIA’S GAS MARKET
A leading natural gas supplier into the domestic market,
producing c.50% of the in-country supply
Established in-country track record with a significant foothold
to leverage to remain a leader as the market grows
• The IEA predicts that the
national grid will remain the
leading provider of new
connections in Tanzania by
20301

Mnazi Bay

Maurel &
Prom (Op.)

Wentworth

TPDC

Production

48.06%

31.94%

20%

Exploration

60.075%

39.925%

• More than half of new
connections by 2030 will come
from the grid given existing
and planned coverage
Slide
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SIMPLE PLATFORM
ROBUST FUNDAMENTALS
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Average daily production YTD
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20.00

2020 Guidance
Range 65 - 75
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12.81

High margins
(@$3.27/mcf)
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MNAZI BAY
STABLE PRODUCTION RATES WITH ROBUST OPERATIONS
49.1 MMscf/d

83.2 MMscf/d

70.3 MMscf/d

100.0

Gas Production in MMscf/day

90.0
80.0

76.2

70.0
60.0

RAINY
SEASON
(HYDRO)

50.0
40.0

60.0

82.0

86.3

RAINY
SEASON
(HYDRO)

87.3

UNSEASONAL
RAINS

77.9

73.7

62.2

70.3

65-75

58.7

43.3

30.0

30.9

20.0
10.0
0.0
Q1 2017

Q2 2017

Q3 2017

Q4 2017

Q1 2018

Q2 2018

Q3 2018

Q4 2018

Q1 2019

Q2 2019

Q3 2019

Q4 2019

2020
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OUR DIVIDEND DIFFERENTIATOR

Established a new
sustainable
dividend policy in
2019

Committed to
paying an ongoing
dividend to return
value to
shareholders,
currently c.7% yield

Declared 2 interim
dividends within
the past 8 months

1 of only 3 AIM
listed E&P
companies
committed to pay a
dividend in 2020

‐ September 2019
‐ April 2020

1 of 7 London-listed
(main market and
AIM) E&P
companies
committed to
maintaining
dividend in 2020
with a significant
number suspending
dividends given oil
market collapse

Slide
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OUR 2020
AMBITIONS
GROW

REMAIN

Production to
Support Demand

Financially Disciplined

DELIVER

Responsible Growth
Slide
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EAST AFRICAN FOCUSED,
DOMESTIC GAS LED E&P COMPANY
Market Cap1
GBP£28 MM

Mnazi Bay net W.I. Reserves (Bcf)2

Share price1
£0.17

138.70
95.10
63.00

Shares in issue1
184 m

1P

Reserves2
Net 2P 95.1 Bscf
2P NPV10 $118.6 m (after tax)
shareholders1

Significant
AXA Framlington
Sustainable Capital
Vitol
Fidelity
Board & Management
David & Monique Newlands
1
2

10.2%
9.5%
9.1%
7.0%
5.2%
3.1%

3P

38.3%

Institutions

Mnazi Bay

Board &
Management
Retail
56.1%
5.7%

As at 16 Jun-20
RPS Energy Canada Ltd as at 31 Dec-19

65 – 75 MMscf/d
2020 forecast

2P

c. 8%
Dividend yield

Debt free;
$16 m cash at May-20

95.1 Bcf
2P net reserves
Slide
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Wentworth Resources
Thames Tower
2nd Floor, Station Road
Reading. RG1 1LX
United Kingdom
More information available online at:
www.wentplc.com

Katherine Roe
Chief Executive Officer
Contact: info@wentplc.com

